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BIO

Divorce Strategist™ Suzy Miller is the UK’s unique ‘Alternative Divorce Guide™ ’, creator of Best Way To Divorce™ , TEDx
Speaker, featured on Radio 4 Women’s Hour, the Daily Mail and C5’s The Vanessa Show, and has collaborated with the
Ministry Of Justice in promoting dispute resolution.

Suzy has been a TEDx Speaker, and works internationally helping divorcing families to evolve from ‘broken families’ into
‘extended families’ by showing them how to avoid costly court battles and to use Peace as their Weapon of Choice™ .
Suzy believes that the only way we can find peace through major life shifts like divorce and family separation, is to change
the way we see these events, and so therefore, the way we deal with them. These are all times in our lives when we can feel
under pressure. And the more we learn to not judge and condemn or have totally unrealistic expectations of others, the
better the outcome, and the more peaceful we become.
What is needed is a combination of practical advice including “What the lawyers don’t tell you” - and financial, parenting
and wellbeing guidance. Suzy navigates you towards the right people to help you at the right time, saving you thousands
in the process, and helping you build your own ‘team’ of support.
But how can we do that in practice?
Apart from 1-1 Divorce Strategy sessions where she then provides personal introductions to the experts you need to
support you, Suzy runs a vibrant Facebook group, a Secret Divorce Group (off Facebook) with regular webinars/group
chats, and an Online Divorce Masterclass for those who want to understand the process and the options at their own
speed.
It is the holistic blending of life coaching, counselling, and healing arts with the legal and financial aspects, that makes for
a successful map to carry on life’s journey through challenging situations.
Suzy is happy to be your guide if you need some help navigating some of those more tricky life changes, and want to do it
in a way that will save you potentially £25,000 - £65,000, reduce the level of stress on yourself and the children, and even
turn an already nasty divorce around to steer a more productive course.
Ultimately - whatever you may believe at the moment is possible and however challenging your divorce may be - together
with Suzy’s help you will gain a clear map of how to navigate the Divorce Discovery Voyage - and more peace of mind.

